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If I Were To Do It Over Again...
BILLING-BUSINESS LESSONS LEARNED IN THE TRENCHES
By Holly Louie, RN, CHBME

G

rowing your business by adding new

sues you will inherit from the previous

specialties and services is an exciting

company, set realistic timelines, consider

and challenging experience. But how do you

interim remedies while you establish the

predict when an opportunity will ultimately

required infrastructure, analyze the pos-

result in a costly loss of both business and

sibility of phasing the transfer of the client’s

client relationships? In working with mem-

billing, coding, accounts receivable, etc.

bers who had the misfortune of losing their

You can’t change the bad experience the

biggest client, best client, oldest client, and/or

client had, but you can manage your

most profitable client, some common threads

processes so you don’t repeat it.

emerge. Examining these threads as predic-

• We have excellent coders so the new client

tors of potential problems can help us avoid

will be no problem. Coding is like the prac-

some costly mistakes. Here are some of the

tice of medicine: there are generalists, spe-

“thoughts” that sound good up front but

cialists, and sub-specialists. Coding certi-

can lead to disaster in the long run:

fication attests to a baseline general

• I can learn this specialty. Vertical learn-

knowledge

of

the

guidelines and rules

ing is a slow process.

How do you predict

Trial and error, de-

when an opportunity

Additional education,

pending upon de-

will ultimately result

training, and practice

nials for education,
and relying on colleagues

in

in a costly loss of both

are required to achieve
true expertise in a given

business and

specialty and for spe-

client relationships?

cific payors. Whether

other

states with other

applicable to coding.

coders are certified or
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not, a coder who is pro-

Learn the specialty before you add the

Objectively analyze your coders’ ex-

service so your ramp up is smooth and

pertise in the new specialty. A good

only fine-tuning is necessary.

methodology is to have them code a rep-

• The client begged us to…. Expanding or

resentative sample from the potential new

adding services when you are ill prepared

specialty. Have their coding reviewed by
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and cannot meet client expectations is

an independent expert in the specialty to
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not the answer to the client’s problem

verify your ability to perform a quality

and will create problems for you. Base

coding service. Plan ahead for specialties

your decisions on what you can do well

you want to add so your coding staff has

and when you can do it well. Know the is-

time to learn the required information.
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BET YOU WERE WONDERING
(If I Were To Do It Over Again... continued from page 1)

the gamut from high-net-worth individuals

• If I do or don’t do ___, I’ll lose the

Physicians link performance to

who made their first fortune in the tech

client. It’s hard to negotiate when

their money. If you notify them of an

boom, to deeply wealthy families, to classic

you are the hostage. When the client

issue they will assume it directly im-

venture capital teams, to European and Asian

relationship is such that veiled or

pacts their revenue. Focus on what

companies seeking to put money to work in

overt threats are the method of com-

you are really trying to convey. What

the U.S., to offshore groups seeking to move

munication, it’s time for a reality

is accurate, fair, and reasonable to

back room processing jobs to their own coun-

check. Why aren’t you doing what

share with the client? Could you say,

tries. We bet there are scarcely any of you

the client demands? Is it a good

“As a normal part of our quality as-

out there who haven’t been contacted by a

business decision? Is it an attempt to

surance/improvement procedures,

company offering “BPO” (business process

force you to add, expand, modify, or

we’d like to address a specific cod-

outsourcing) services, right? If you haven’t,

delete services in a manner that con-

ing scenario with you” rather than,

just wait… you will.

flicts with your compliance, busi-

“Our review showed we coded 10%

Our perception is that we are at the very

ness, or strategic plan(s)? Have you

of the charts wrong”? Draw a dis-

front edge of the second major wave of in-

allowed one client to become such

tinct line separating specific, verifi-

dustry consolidation. There are myriad fac-

a significant percent of your volume

able, quantifiable problems that re-

tors that are contributing to our conclusion:

that you must meet their demands

quire an action the client must know

the forces exerted by HIPAA, the aging of

or risk losing your company? Don’t

about from general information that

the baby-boomers, the fact that here (18 or

set a precedent of making decisions

might be misinterpreted.

19 years later) we have the next generation

based on fear rather than prudent

It is very difficult, if not impossible,

of owners thinking about cashing it all in,

and best practice. While meeting

to overcome a client’s sense of dis-

the increased risk that owners now face in

the demand may result in a tempo-

trust. Communicate regularly with

this business, the fact that we hear, from

rary reprieve, it will rarely result in a

the client that you have processes

owners every single day, that the business

successful long-term relationship.

and procedures to assure you are

“isn’t as fun as it used to be.”

both knowledgeable about pertinent

Any time vast sums of capital are seeking

• I’ll share the detailed information with

issues and that you monitor and mea-

to gain an investment foothold in the in-

my client. Honesty may be the best

sure accuracy, timeliness, thorough

dustry YOU’RE a part of, it can only be seen

policy but promising to share every

follow-up, compliance, and effective

as good news. If an industry is likened to an

detail before you know the facts may

collection measures.

engine, then investment capital is its pre-

prove to be a very unwise approach.

mium-grade gasoline, and the combination

For example, ongoing compliance re-

While you may be successful with some

can only lead to higher, better, faster. For

views are designed to validate your

or all of these scenarios, their common

those who can’t or don’t choose to keep up,

processes but also to identify poten-

presence in unsuccessful outcomes sug-

a well-funded exit is readily available. For

tial issues and areas that can be im-

gests that careful and thoughtful atten-

those who still have the energy, drive, and

proved. These types of reviews are

tion should be given to your business

competitive spirit, the coming years por-

usually non-statistical and therefore

decisions when you are faced with these

tend nothing less than opportunity galore.

cannot and should not be extrapo-

issues. The difference between short-

As we head into the next major bull mar-

lated. More importantly, it is not pos-

term gain and long-term gain just could

◆

sible to calculate any financial effect.

be the color of your bottom line.

ket, we wish YOU only the very best!

◆

The purpose is to help you prioritize
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and evaluate your processes, not pro-
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vide your clients “proof” you are
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